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Luhta size guide

Below you will find frequently asked questions about common things. Can't find the answer here? Contact our customer service. 1. Diagram of the total size 2. Size chart Dare 2b 3. Size chart Icepeak 4. Size chart For Loop 5. Size chart CMP 6. Size chart Spyder 7. Size chart Deluni Challenger 2 8. Size
chart Luhta 9. Chart Size Picture 10. Size chart Superdry 11. Size chart maier sport 12. Size chart Tenson 13. Size table Children's sizes 14. Size chart Child gloves 15. Size chart ski pants very long / short Have you found your question and would like to continue shopping? Click here to return to our site.
1. General size chart Sometimes it is difficult to choose the right size online for your ski clothes. We try to help you as much as possible. Ski jackets do not forget that under the jacket you still wear clothes, so you can just order the usual size. Below is a video in which we explain this below. Women EU
UK MEN EU UK XXS XXS 32 4 2 XS 46 36 36 XS 34 6 4 S 48 38 38 S 36 8 6 M 50 40 40 M 38 10 8 L 52 42 42 L 40 12 10 XL 54 44 44 XL 42 14 12 XXL 56 46 XXL 44 16 14 3XL 58 48 3XL4618 16 4XL 60 50 50 4XL 48 20 18 5XL 62 52 52 5XL 50 22 20 6XL 64 54 54 6XL 52 24 22 7XL 66 56 56 7XL
54 26 24 8XL 68 58 58 8XL 56 28 26 We also have a schedule with our brands and the sizes they use. Here you can easily read whether the size of S for women from Icepeak also corresponds to a size 36. 2. Size chart Dare 2b Dare 2b chart measurements relate to body measurements rather than
products and may vary from style to style.
Dare 2b men (cm) Dare 2b women (cm) Dare 2b boys (cm) Dare 2b girls (cm) 3. The size chart icepeak icepeak chart measurements refer to body measurements rather than products and may vary from style to style.
Icepeak men
(cm) Icepeak women (cm) Icepeak boys (cm) Icepeak girls (cm) 4. Size chart Loop Size charts are only approximate and correspond to body sizes, not clothes. Clothing size charts can vary slightly for each collection.
Looped male (cm) Looped females (cm) Loop children (cm) 5. Size chart
CMP This size chart helps you choose the right size for CMP purchases. The size chart corresponds to body sizes, not clothes. Please note that D (German) sizes do not match the standard EU sizes (e.g. women's D size 38 corresponds to EU size S).
CMP men (cm)
CMP women (cm) CMP boys (cm) CMP girls (cm) 6. Size Chart Spyder If your body measurements are between two sizes, go with a smaller size tighter fit and larger size looser fit. Pant fits: If your body measurements of hip and waist score in two different proposed sizes, you better go with hip
measurement. Best for: If your body measurements waist and chest result there are two different sizes to the size indicated in chest measurements.
Spyder men (cm) Spyder children (cm) 7. The size chart deluni Challenger 2 Deluni Challenger 2 size chart shows measurements of jackets and
trousers. 8. Size chart Luhta This size chart helps you choose the right size for Luhta shopping. Note that the size setting may vary depending on the product and may not fully match the information in the chart. Charts are designed only as a generic guide.
Luhta men (cm) Luhta women (cm) 9. Chart
size picture This size chart helps you choose the correct size for the picture purchase. Note that the size setting may vary depending on the product and may not fully match the information in the chart. Charts are designed only as a generic guide.
Photo male (cm) Photo women (cm) 10. Size
Chart Superdry This size chart helps you choose the right superdry shopping size. Note that the size setting may vary depending on the product and may not fully match the information in the chart. Charts are designed only as a generic guide. Please note that Superdry sizes do not match standard EU
sizes (e.g. men of M size correspond to EU size 48).
Superdry men (cm) Superdry women (cm) 11. The size chart of Maier Sports Maier Sports standard sizes cover fitted shapes for most of its customers. Graduation between sizes has been continuously adjusted and has been found the best in
decades. With that, Maier Sports reaches a huge number of customers with a wide variety of leg lengths and waist sizes.
Maier Sport men (cm) Maier Sport women (cm) 12. Size chart Tenson This size chart helps you choose the right tenson shopping size. Please note that the may vary
depending on the product and may not fully match the information in the diagram. Charts are designed only as a generic guide.
Tenson men (cm) Tenson women (cm) 13. Size table Kids Kids sizes are also sometimes displayed by age. This can sometimes cause confusion, because how do
you know which size belongs to which age? There is also a difference for each brand. In the overview below you can find our children's brands with the appropriate sizes. 14. Size chart Children's gloves Some children's gloves do not count with standard sizes. In the table below, you can read which size
of the gloves belongs to that age. 15. Size chart ski pants very long / -short Some trousers have a version where the trousers around the waist are the same as normal size, only the legs are about 10 centimeters longer or shorter. In some cases, these trousers have a different indication. If you still have
any concerns about the size, please contact our customer service. Back up or back to the site for further shopping! Go to the main content message home name my message close everyone knew exactly what to do. Ms Luhtanen created, Mr Luhtanen sold. On the basis of this clear division of tasks,
Vithori Luhtanen founded its own clothing company in 1907. And the fire grew. Even despite the lack of materials during the Second World War. Even after his son Jaak's takeover. A year earlier, he had the idea of moving from the smaller Lahti to greater Helsinki to recruit new wholesalers, helping the
family business take the next step up the development ladder. Evolution followed. Luhta has found its way into the sports goods market through traditional clothes. Later, in the very middle of ski fashion. The undeniable design of the Finnish brand left an impression - even further south. Luhta has
expanded by sending its top quality articles to an increasing number of Luhta dealers. From the far north, through the Alps, to the whole world. The brand has long been felt at home, but still remains at home in quiet Lahti, where unique designs are created that combine the optimal function with the
meaning of Nordic fashion. LUHTA PRODUCTS: HIGH QUALITY PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION If behind jackets, trousers and shirts is a family business, the requirements of individual products organically grow from the inside. Luhta articles are no exception. Quality and design converge, innovation
spurs new material ideas and fashion experiments - not forgetting traditions. Because Luhta always keeps it focused. The Finnish brand sees its more than 100 years of experience as a big plus. This allows it to create new innovations on a safe footing. The performance plays a crucial role in this. Luhta
products should accompany you as long as possible on trips to the Alps, protecting you from the cold and At the same time, you can make a stylish look. So in the evening you can easily take jackets from Luhta Sale to the bar. After all, Athleisure and the far north go together perfectly from different
perspectives. YEAR OF THE FOUNDATION: 1907Company founder: Vihtori LuthanenCompany headquarters: Lahti, FinlandRevelation: 1 700 (parent company Luhta Sportswear Company)Annual turnover: about 245 million euros (parent company Luhta Sportswear Company)Website: luhta.fiSports:
Wintersports 3 GOOD REASONS LUHTA Environmental protection: As a member of Amofri BSCI, Luhta adheres to high environmental standards. Fairness: Luhta actively seeks to protect workers' rights and ensure ethical working conditions. Design: Northern reserved. Luhta products continue the
discreet design traditions of the North. PREMIUM PRODUCTS LUHTA STORE KELLER SPORT The basis of each luhta seller's range is the design. Both finnish brand women's and men's garments are characterized by restrained but pleasantly bright design elements. Luhta articles for women like
Joentaus ski pants, so it's also a bit figure-hugging. In addition, there are always effective substances that protect moisture. Like kaamanan men's ski jacket, among others. The lining of winter sports fashion from Lahti is designed again so that on warmer days you will neither freeze nor sweat
unpleasantly. The perfect combination of feature and design, frost and heat protection, Luhta online, you can get Keller Sports. If you're looking for underwear for a ski day, you'll find them in our Luhta store, as well as surfing on a matching ski jacket and ski pants. LUHTA ARTICLE: NORDIC DESIGN
AND WINTER DNA Guaranteed snow. Low temperature. Infinite nature. For geographical reasons alone, winter sports are the DNA of Northern Europe. Add to this almost uncanny eye unagitated, always stylish design - and Luhta products combine both. The brand produces leisure fashion, but above all
a unique and highly functional ski fashion. Jackets and trousers for snow touches on the idea of retro, brings the latest materials and dress up during winter trips to the mountains, both functionally and stylistically optimally. SOCIAL MEDIA Luhta knows more about her social responsibility. Therefore, the
brand joined the amfori business social compliance initiative. Their aim is to ensure safe, healthy and ethically sound working conditions around the world. In order to ensure this, independent companies regularly inspect suppliers on behalf of amfori on behalf of BSCI. The standards set go beyond the
employment relationship. Amfori BSCI would also like to contribute to the protection and preservation of the environment by setting its own standards for partners. Partners.
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